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The great thing about Lumen Dating Site is that it s specifically designed for over 50s in every way possible, from the graphic design to the matchmaking 
algorithm, and everywhere in-between. If you re looking for a dating platform that isn t going to confuse and complicate things with unnecessary features 
and badly thought out design, then you ve come to the right place Lumen Dating was launched in the third quarter of 2008 by Andray Andreev, Antoine 

Argouges, and Charly Lester. Lumen is an app that targets genuine like-minded singles, which are over the age of 50. Not to be missed, the fact is that the 
founders have tons of experience in the online dating industry. 28.10.2019 0183 32 As usual, I evaluated the Lumen dating site on five criteria 

Affordability paid and free features Audience quality the legitimacy of the user base, gender and age distribution Interface usability of the service Privacy 
and security safety algorithms and the quality of technical support ... Lumen is the first ever free dating app specifically designed for over 50s. Meet like-
minded people and find someone to share life s adventures with. Lumen app is an amazing and specially made dating platform that was created for people 

above 50 years of age. This dating app was founded by Antoine Argouges and Charly Lester on July 16, 2018. The dating website has its headquarters in 
London, England. The platform was created to match older men and women who need love and friendship affairs. 29.07.2020 0183 32 Well, Lumen is a 
dating app that is known for having a 50 targeted audience and it does a great job at matching older people ready to start dating again. While the specific 

user count is unknown and also other Lumens com reviews don t have any info, it is estimated that it has over 1.3 million users based on Google Apps and 
Apple Store downloads. Lumen Dating is a free app. You can search for members based on appearance, culture, and backgrounds. You can create a list to 
save your favorite users. Profile information is detailed. Lumen is one of the dating sites over 50 that accepts all sexual preferences. It means that you use 

this platform for dating if even you aren t heterosexual. In this case, all members can choose the gender they are looking for while browsing for other 
members. Bumble are understandably anxious about mature dating site is for singles over 50s. Lumen , lumen , ma. Named lumen features that caters to be 
sure to find people and is the telegraph compiled only want to find someone to share life. Best chance to one called lumen features you re using lumen is 

becoming part of australia last year. 3 1 2019.
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